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Most of the recent advances in image superresolution (SR) assume that the blur kernel during downsampling is predefined (e.g.,
Bicubic or Gaussian kernel), but it is a difficult task to make it suitable for all the realistic images. In this paper, we propose an
Improved Superresolution Feedback Network (ISRFN) which is designed free to predefine the downsampling blur kernel by
dealing with real-world HR-LR image pairs directly without downsampling process. We propose ISRFN by modifying the layers
and network structures of the famous Superresolution Feedback Network (SRFBN). We trained the ISRFN with the Camera Lens
Database named City100, which produced the HR and LR on the same lens, respectively, free for downsampling, so our proposed
ISRFN is free to estimate the blur kernel. Due to different camera lens (smartphone and DSLR) databases, we perform two series of
experiments under two camera lenses-based City100 databases, respectively, to choose the optimum network structures; ex-
periments make it clear that different camera lens-based databases have different optimum network structures. We also compare
our two ISRFNs with the state-of-the-art algorithms on performance; experiments show that our proposed ISRFN outperforms
other state-of-the-art algorithms.

1. Introduction

Single-Image Superresolution (SISR) aims to reconstruct a
high-resolution image from a single low-resolution (LR)
input image which has gained wide attention in many areas
[1]. In general, this problem is very challenging and in-
herently ill-posed since there are always multiple high-
resolution (HR) images corresponding to a single LR image
[2]. In practice, we always generate a fake LR image from the
given HR image with the blur kernel during downsampling
which is predefined and then perform SR from fake LR
images. &is means that certain SR model which is trained
under fixed downsampling methods can achieve better
performance under the same downsampling methods based
on valid data, but does not perform well on the realistic LR
image if the downsampling blur kernel is incorrect. Mostly,
in the real world, the blur kernels are unknown, so single
downsampling blur kernel is always a misfit. &is problem is
called the Blind Superresolution problem which is a research
hot point for SR.

Addressing Blind Superresolution problem, Gu et al. [3]
proposed an Iterative Kernel Correction (IKC) method for
blur kernel estimation in Blind Superresolution problem
where the blur kernels are unknown; the proposed IKC
method can correct inaccurate blur kernels. &ey further
proposed the Spatial Feature Transform (SFT) layers-based
SR network architecture named Spatial Feature Transform
for Multiple Degradations (SFTMD); the IKC method with
SFTMD can provide visually favorable SR results. Zhang
et al. [4] proposed a deep plug-and-play framework to
handle LR images with arbitrary blur kernels; they extended
Bicubic degradation-based deep SISR to a new degradation
method which can handle LR images with arbitrary blur
kernels. Wang et al. [5] introduced kernel estimation
mechanism along with dual back-projection under two
networks. All above methods are forcing on estimating the
blur kernel to simulate the real-world LR images.

Chen et al. [6] gave us a simple but effective way to solve
the Blind Superresolution problem; they investigate super-
resolution from the perspective of camera lenses and
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proposed a new database named City100 database. City100
database was composed by HR-LR pairs for all the scenes.
First, they captured each HR image on a tripod with a zoom
lens, and then they zoom in the zoom lens to capture the LR
image. At last, they align the realistic HR-LR image pair after
rectification. Different from previous work, the LR images of
City100 database are all taken from the real world, which
have nature ‘blur kernel’ without downsampling; we can
make use of City100 database without estimating the blur
kernel. Because the LR image is real image which was shot in
the same distance as the HR image, the LR image not only
has the real blur kernel but also has the field-of-view
problem in different focal length for a zoom lens; this means
that SR from City100 database is a difficult task.

Another famous algorithm that focused on Blind
Superresolution problem is Xu et al.‘s method [7]; they
proposed a dual convolutional neural network which works
on both raw channel and 8-bit JPEG channel. &e LR image
was generated by simulating the imaging process of digital
cameras from HR image. Xu’s method is an excellent and
common approach but neglects the difference character of
different camera lens. So, in this paper, we chose Chen’s [6]
method to solve the Blind Superresolution problem. &is
method is effective, but we must notice the limitation that
different camera lenses have different character, so we need
to rebuild the model if the camera lens is changed.

In this paper, we propose Improved Superresolution
Feedback Network (ISRFN) which is aimed at solving the
Blind Superresolution problem and outperforms other state-
of-the-art methods on performance (PSNR/SSIM) as illus-
trated in Table 1. Our contribution in this paper is listed as
follows:

(1) We propose the ISRFN to solve the Blind Super-
resolution problem. We absorb Chen’s [6] frame-
work and database, but our proposed ISRFN
outperforms Chen’s work (VDSR-based) in perfor-
mance (PSNR/SSIM).

(2) Our proposed ISRFN is based on the famous SRFBN
[8] with some improvements to adapt the City100
database. Due to the same dimension of HR-LR for
City100 database, the SRFBN cannot directly handle
City100 database which needs improvement.

(3) Our work makes it clear that different camera lens
(smartphone or DSLR on City100 databases) has
different optimum network structure. It is well
known the deeper neetwork structures can achieve
better performance [9, 10] but costly so we achieve
two different optimum network structures for
smartphone and DSLR camera lens with the same
total number of network parameters.

2. Relate Work

2.1."eDeepConvolution-Based SRMethods. In this section,
we will give a brief introduction on the deep convolution
layers-based SR methods. &e Superresolution Convolu-
tional Neural Network (SRCNN) [11] is a well-known SR
method, which is famous as the first deep convolution

layers-based SR method. SRCNN directly learns an end-to-
endmapping between the LR image andHR image; the input
LR images need to be upscaled by Bicubic interpolation; then
the upscaled LR images are fed into the convolutional
network. &e convolutional network model of SRCNN is
simple with 3 convolutional layers and 2 ReLU layers be-
tween them; SRCNN chose Mean Squared Error (MSE) as
the loss function. SRCNN is an excellent SR method, and
many improvements are performed based on SRCNN.

&e very deep convolutional networks [10] make use of
20 convolutional layers and 19 ReLU layers between them.
By cascading small filters many times in a deep network
structure, the contextual information extends to large re-
gions. Due to its very deep network structure, VDSR in-
troduce residuals to reduce the gradient vanishing problem
and introduce gradient clipping to solve the gradient
exploding problem. Farrugia [12] proposed an outstanding
light filed SR method, by introducing deep convolutional
network into light field combined with low rank, illustrating
that the convolutional network can achieve better perfor-
mance if combined with other classic algorithms.

Residuals connection is critical for SR. &e SR image can
be achieved by adding the output of the model and the
residuals (the LR images), where the residuals connection
can transfer the low-frequency information of the LR image
to the end of the model directly [13, 14], while the model
only needs to generate the small amount of high-frequency
information. &ere are two advantages for the residuals-
based model: 1. the model only needs to generate a few of
information, so the performance will be improved greatly. 2.
Most features after applying rectified linear units (ReLU) are
zero, so the model is easy to converge.

Feedback network is a famous network structure which is
widely used in SR field. &e advantage of feedback network is
that the network can go very deep by increasing recursion
depth without increasing the number of network parameters.
For this, many feedback network-based algorithms were
proposed. Kim et al. [15] introduced feedback network into
SR proposing Deeply Recursive Convolutional Network
(DRCN) for SR with 16 recursions, because learning a DRCN
is very difficult due to exploding/vanishing gradients, so skip
connection is introduced into DRCN. Jiang et al. [16] in-
troduced hierarchical dense residual block into SR, proposing
the hierarchical dense connection network (HDN) for SR.

DenseNet [17] is a famous network structure which
connects each layer to every other layer in a feedforward
fashion. &e DenseNet can alleviate the vanishing-gradient
problem; although the DenseNet can goe very deep (more
than 100 layers), the gradient values during training step can
deliver to previous layers due to the skip connection. By
introducing feedback and DenseNet into SR, Li et al. [8]
proposed Superresolution Feedback Network (SRFBN).

2.2. Superresolution Feedback Network (SRFBN). SRFBN [8]
is a newly proposed SR algorithm; by introducing feedback
mechanism into SRFBN, SRFBN can go deeper without
introducing the number of net parameters. &e Feedback
Block of SRFBN is with G projection groups sequentially;
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each projection group includes a deconvolutional layer
followed by a convolution layer; the deconvolutional layer
can enlarge the features of LR image while the convolution
layer can get rid of useless features. G projection groups are
sequentially with dense skip connections among them; the
dense connections on each layer can interact between all
inputs with 1× 1 convolution layer. Notice that the SRFBN
extracts features directly from the input LR images to 2×, 4×

or 8× SR but cannot handle 1× SR with LR images.
Figure 1 gives us a brief illustration on the feedback

mechanism of SRFBN (LRFB stands for the LR Feature
Extraction Block, FB stands for the Feedback Block, and RB
stands for the Reconstruction Block), where the LR image is
the input of the SRFBN and the SR image is the output. First,
the input LR image is fed into the LR Feature Extraction
Block (LRFB) to extract its feature maps. &en, the output of
LRFB (denoted by fLRb

()) is fed into the Feedback Block
(FB) to extract the details of the residual image, due to the
feedback mechanism of FB; the output of FB (denoted by
fFb()) is fed into two branches: one branch feeds into the
next iteration as the input along with fLRb

(); another branch
is fed into the Reconstruction Block (RB) to compute the
total loss and SR image. At last, the RB reconstructs the
feature maps of fFb() into residual image which is denoted
by fRb(), so the output of current iteration is obtained by
adding the residual image fRb() and enlarged LR image. If
there are N iterations, we will achieve N output images. &e
output of the i iteration is

SR
i

XLR(  � fRb f
i
Fb fLRb

XLR( , f
(i−1)
Fb  

+ Upsampled(LR).
(1)

For each iteration, the loss is chosen as L1 loss to op-
timize the difference between SRi(XLR) and the corre-
sponding HR image. &e total loss of SRFBN is defined as
L � (1/N) × 

N
i�1 Wi‖SRi(XLR) − HR‖1 whereW

imeans the
weight of i-th loss, generally,Wi � 1. All the iteration outputs
are taken and used for loss function, but only the last it-
eration output is considered as the SR image.

3. Improved Superresolution Feedback
Network (ISRFN)

In this section, we describe the design detail of our proposed
Improved Superresolution Feedback Network (ISRFN). Our
ISRFN takes an LR image as input and generates SR image as
output; the LR image and output SR image are of the same
dimensions; this is quite different from the SRFBN, so
modification and improvement are needed. Figure 2 illus-
trates the detailed structure of the proposed ISRFN. &e
modification and improvement are as follows.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the ISRFN is composed of 3
blocks: the LR Feature Extraction Block (LRFB), the

Feedback Block (FB), and the Reconstruction Block (RB);
the details and improvement are as follows (for all layers in
our ISRFN, m is the basic feature number, generally 32 or
64).

3.1. LRFeatureExtractionBlock (LRFB). Due to the feedback
mechanism, the weights of FB are the same during inter-
actions, which means that the LR image was not suitable to
feed into FB directly. So, the LRFB is used to extract the
features from original LR image, generating acceptable
feature maps for FB. &e LRFB is composed of 3 parts: input
feature extraction layer (input LRFB), middle feature ex-
traction layers (middle LRFB), and output feature extraction
layer (output LRFB). &is is different from SRFBN, which
only contains the input feature extraction layer and the
output feature extraction layer.

&e details of LRFB are as follows:

(1) &e input feature extraction layer (input LRFB) is
one convolution layer following nonlinear layer, with
its in-channel as 3 for RGB images (1 for gray or
YCbCr images); this layer is used as the input
transformation, extracting 4×m basic features to
feed into the middle feature extraction layers.

(2) Middle feature extraction layer is cascading a pair of
layers (convolutional and nonlinear, totally L pairs)
repeatedly, with the number of both in-channel and
out-channel being 4×m. &e middle feature ex-
traction layer is used to extract deeper feature maps.
Deeper feature maps can be extracted if the middle
feature extraction layer goes deeper.

(3) &e output feature extraction layer is one convolu-
tion layer following nonlinear layer with the output
channel as m with kernel size� 1× 1. By refined
feature maps from 4×m to m, this layer aims to get
rid of the useless features.

3.2. Feedback Block (FB). Figure 3 is the Feedback Block,
which is the same as the Feedback Block of SRFBN [8]; we
did not modify the Feedback Block because it was well
designed. We only change some parameters to balance the
cost and performance due to the improvements on the LRFB
and RB blocks changing the network structure.

As shown in Figure 3, the Feedback Block contains G
groups (G� 3 in Figure 3), each group contains one
deconvolutional followed by one convolution, then all the
deconvolutional input and output are connected with dense
skip (there is no connection from Lt

0 to output), and all the
convolutional input is dense and is skip connected (lines on
bottom of Figure 3); notice that the dense connection is
concatenated, so 1× 1 convolutions are used to compress the

Table 1: &e performances (PSNR/SSIM) of the selected state-of-the-art algorithms.

Database of City100\algorithms SRCNN VDSR DRCN DRRN RED MemNet ISRFN (ours)
Smartphone 25.36/0.7918 26.11/0.8227 25.72/0.8076 25.90/0.8150 26.07/0.8228 24.93/0.777 26.13/0.8281
DSLR 28.98/0.8326 30.05/0.8630 29.19/0.8415 29.97/0.8606 30.19/0.8662 28.16/0.8123 30.20/0.8663
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input channels before deconvolutional or convolution, if
necessary.

In each group of the FB, deconvolution can extend the
features into large dimension to extend feature information,
while convolution can compress features to original di-
mension to compress feature information, so useful infor-
mation is kept while useless information is discarded. &e
deconvolutional-convolutional connection is critical for the

FB, so we keep the FB block and only change some
parameters.

3.3. Reconstruction Block (RB). &e RB, following the FB, is
used to assemble the feature maps generated by FB as the
outputs for loss function and only last iteration output for SR
image. For all the iterations, the outputs of FB are fed into

FB

RB

N outputs

XLR
Input LRFB

XLR

Middle LRFB

Output LRFB

Assembled RB

Output RB

XSR

L layers

RB

R layersLRFB

LRFB

Figure 2: &e structure of our proposed Improved Superresolution Feedback Network (ISRFN).
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Figure 1: &e feedback mechanism of SRFBN [8].
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the same RB layers, which means that RB assembles features
of all iterations on the same network parameters to compute
the loss, and the last iteration output for RB is the SR image.
&e RB is composed of 2 parts: assembled layers (assembled
RB) and output reconstruction layer (output RB).&e details
and improvement are as follows:

(1) Assembled layers (assembled RB) is cascading a pair
of layers (convolutional and nonlinear, totally R
pairs) repeatedly with the numbers of in-channels
and out-channels being both 4 × m. In order to
connect assembled RB between previous layer (FB)
and output RB, the first convolutional layer’s in-
channel is m which is the same as the FB’s outputs,
and the last convolutional layer’s out-channel is m
which is the same as the output RB’s in-channel.
&ere are 2 particular cases: if the number of as-
sembled layers is 0, which means no assembled
layers, the output of FB is fed into output RB directly;
if the number of assembled layers is 1, which means
only one convolutional layer, so the in-channel and
out-channel are both m to match the previous (FB)
output and next (output RB) input. &is layer is
different from SRFBN’s (m� 64 for SRFBN’s FB
which is costly). &e mean running time on each
iteration is 12s and total parameters are 1.61M for
ISFRN withm� 32, while they are 25s and 6.42M for
ISFRN with m� 64 with other parameters un-
changed (L� 4, R� 5, G� 6, and T� 3) (we cannot
fairly compare ISFRN with SRFBN since SRFBN
needs preprocessed downsampling which is not
suitable for our Blind Superresolution framework).
So, we reduce m� 32 which means relative slim but
deeper FB. We expect that the assembled RB can
share workload from FB block, so the FB can only
need to extract the alterable features during all the
iterations.

(2) &e output feature extraction layer is one convolu-
tional layer with the input channel as m and the
output channel as 3 for RGB images (1 for gray or
YCbCr images). &is layer is used to assemble the
feature maps, generating the residual image output.
We gain the final output of current iteration by
adding the residual image with the corresponding LR
input.

3.4. Other Implementation Details. Following are the other
implementation details not mentioned above:

(1) &e upsampling block: we remove the upsampling
block, due to the same dimension of HR and LR
images, so the LR input is directly added with the
corresponding output residual image.

(2) Network structure-related parameters: we will dis-
cuss the parameters on Section 4.2 (the depth of
middle LRFB and middle RB, the FB related pa-
rameters). We use PReLU [18] as the activation
function for all the nonlinear functions mentioned
above. We reduce the base filter number of the
Feedback Blocks (FB) to 32 to reduce the system cost.

(3) &e SRFBN’s training skills: we follow these skills
and choose L1 loss to optimize our proposed ISRFN,
Adam optimizer to optimize the parameters of the
network with initial learning rate 0.0001; we reduce
the learning rate by multiplying 0.5 for every 200
epochs; the algorithm is implemented with PyTorch
framework.

4. Experiments

In this section, we choose the City100 database [6] as the
training data and valid data. &ere are 2 subdatabases on
City100 database: smartphone cameras-based City100 da-
tabase and DSLR-based City100 database; both are the same
sceneries under different camera lens. In this paper, different
from Chen’s work [6], we perform two series of experiments,
each for one subdatabase, generating two different SR
networks. &ere are 100 images in each City100 database
(both smartphone and DSLR), each in the form of HR-LR
pair; the HR and LR are of the same dimensions; the res-
olution of the HR images is 2.4× of the LR ones for
smartphone cameras-based City100 database and 2.9× for
DSLR-based database. In Chen’s work [6], 5 images were
chosen from each City100 database, so the training data
contains 95 images, with the valid data containing 5 images;
we follow this strategy. Notice that the training data is too
small to train deep network, so reused strategy is performed,
during each iteration; 10 random patches of one image are
extracted; the train patch is 60× 60. We drop some training
skills (noise, Gaussian blur kernel, etc.) because LR images
are real-world images.
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Wewill first perform a set of experiments to demonstrate
the performance (PSNR and SSIM) of our proposed ISRFN
under different parameters. Second, we perform two series
of experiments to choose the optimum network structures
for each City100 database (smartphone and DSLR). At last,
we compare our proposed ISRFN with other selected state-
of-the-art algorithms under different subdatabases,
respectively.

4.1. City100 Database Analysis and Benchmarks. In this
section, we will give a brief analysis on both smartphone
cameras and DSLR-based City100 database. Because the
resolution of the HR images is 2.4× (2.9×) of the LR ones, we
perform Bicubic and SRCNN [11] to analysis benchmark
(PSNR and SSIM) on two City100 databases. &e direct
benchmark is performed with HR-LR pairs computing the
PSNR/SSIM directly. &e Bicubic benchmark is performed
by 2.4× and 2.9×; downscale the LR of City100 databases;
then resize it with Bicubic to original size. &e SRCNN is
performed in the end-to-end study with HR-LR pairs for
City100 databases. &e results (PSNR/SSIM) are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2 demonstrates that different image has different
PSNR and SSIM due to different SR difficulty, but both
subdatabases performed weaker than Set5 (we perform
downsampling on HR images with 1/2.4 scale and 1/2.9 scale
and then resize them to original size by Bicubic interpolation
on Set5; the performance (PSNR/SSIM) is 32.12/0.9052 for
2.4× and 30.66/0.8745 for 2.9×), so we expect that the
City100 valid set is difficult to SR compared to Set5. &e
reason that we guess is as follows: 1. the LR images of City100
valid set are performed, not merely having the lower res-
olution, but containing the filed-of-view in realistic imaging
system, which will lead to some distortion. 2. &e LR images
of smartphone cameras-based City100 are generated by
smartphone cameras, whose CCD sensor is smaller than
tradition DSLR so LR images contain heavier real-world
noise, which cannot be simulated by Bicubic or Gaussian
blur kernel. Real LR-based SR is harder than simulated LR-
based SR; lower performance (PSNR and SSIM) is
reasonable.

4.2. Parameters for Our Proposed ISRFN. In this section, we
discuss the parameters selected for our proposed Improved
Superresolution Feedback Network (ISRFN) on two City100
databases (smartphone and DSLR). &e numbers of middle
layers for LRFB (denoted by L, the same as that in Figure 2)
and assembled layers for RB (denoted by R, the same as that
in Figure 2) are critical parameters for our proposed ISRFN,
while the groups (denoted by G, the same as [6]) and steps
(denoted by T, the same as [6]) for FB are critical parameters
for the FB block-based network. So, we will discuss the
proposed ISRFN under both smartphone and DSLR-based
City100 databases. Due to 4 parameters, we will discuss two
of them with other two fixed ones. For all tables in this
section, the best performance is shown in bold and the
selected performance is shown in italics.

4.2.1. Performances for L (Middle LRFB) and R (Assembled
RB) on Smartphone-Based City100 Database. In this section,
we will discuss the numbers of L (middle LRFB) and R
(assembled RB) with groups (G) and steps (T) fixed; we fix
G� 6 and T� 3 under a large number of experiments. We
perform the proposed ISRFN under L from 0 to 5 and R from
0 to 5 (L� 0 or R� 0 means no convolutional layer for
middle LRFB or assembled RB). During the training step, we
performed 1000 iterations for each parameters’ group; the
performances (PSNR/SSIM) are listed in Table 3.

Table 3 demonstrates that both L (middle LRFB) and R
(assembled RB) are critical for the proposed ISRFN; large L
and R will improve the performance (PSNR/SSIM), but the
increase amplitude of PSNR/SSIM is reduced if L and R are
large enough, so there is a balance between the cost and
performance for the proposed ISRFN. Considering that large
L+R is difficult to converge, we choose L� 4 and R� 5
(L+R� 9) as our proposed ISRFN under smartphone-based
City100 database.

Table 3 demonstrates that the performance increases
greatly with R increase; the reason we guess is that the valid
database of smartphone-based City100 database is difficult
to SR (the same as the result of Section 4.1), so large Re-
construction Block will generate acceptable SR image from
FB. Notice that this is quite different from the VDSR-based
City100 database (will be discussed in Section 4.2.3), which
means that different camera lens with different character will
lead to different network structure.

4.2.2. Performances with Different Group (G) and Step (T) on
Smartphone-Based City100 Database. In this section, we
will discuss group (G) and step (T) on FB, with L (middle
LRFB) and R (assembled RB) fixed; we chose L� 4 and R� 5
which is discussed in Section 4.2.1. We perform our pro-
posed ISRFN under G from 1 to 6 and T from 1 to 6. During
the training step, we performed 1000 iterations for each
parameters’ group.

Table 4 demonstrates that both T (step) and G (group)
are critical for the proposed ISRFN; large T and G will
improve the performance (PSNR/SSIM), but the increase
amplitude of PSNR/SSIM is reduced if T and G are large
enough, so there is a balance between the cost and per-
formance for the proposed ISRFN. Because the FB block has
2 × G layers (G projection groups sequentially, each group is
convolution and deconvolutional pair) and all the layers
computed T iterations to enforce feedback, 2×T×G layers is
need for the FB. We will choose an acceptable performance
with O (T×G).

Table 4 demonstrates that G is more critical, the per-
formance will increase with G increase, and large G is re-
quired, so we choose G� 6 for performance because large G
means more convolutional and deconvolutional layers.
Large T cannot increase the performance significantly; if
T<� 3, T is critical, but if T>� 4, the performance incre-
ment will not be significant. &e reason that we guess is the
Feedback Block used to refine the superresolution image
with the same network, so similar high-level features are
suitable for Feedback Block. If the feedback iteration goes
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too much, because loss function takes use of all iterations’
outputs, previous iteration outputs will balance the loss,
leading to unexpected SR output (only the last iteration
output). So, we choose T� 3. &is is different from SRFBN
[8] because the SRFBN chooses the base number of con-
volutional filters m� 64 which is larger than our proposed
ISRFN (we reducem� 32 to reduce cost). Small base number
of convolutional filters of ISRFN means narrow path way of
feature, resulting sensitively in feedback iteration (T) and
low performance, so depth LRFB and RB compensate for
them.

4.2.3. Parameters on DSLR-Based City100 Database. In this
section, we will discuss different parameters on DSLR-based
City100 database. Table 5 lists the performances under
different L (middle LRFB) and R (assembled RB) with
groups (G� 6) and steps (T� 3) fixed, while Table 6 lists the
performances under different G and T with L and R fixed
(L� 5 and R� 4). &is is quite the same with previous ex-
periments; only the database changed into DSLR-based
City100 database.

Table 5 demonstrates that (different from Table 4) the
performance increases greatly with L increase; the reason we
guess is that the valid database of VDSR-based City100
database is easy to SR (the same as the result of Section 4.1),
so small Reconstruction Block will generate acceptable SR
image form FB. Section 4.1 demonstrates that VDSR-based
City100 database is easier (higher PSNR/SSIM under the
same SR algorithms) than smartphone-based City100 da-
tabase. Large L and R will improve the performance (PSNR/
SSIM), but the increase amplitude of PSNR/SSIM is reduced
if L and R are large enough, so we choose L� 5 and R� 4
(L+R� 9) as our proposed ISRFN under VDSR-based
City100 database to balance the cost and performance.

We follow the same strategy as that in Section 4.2.2 to
choose the group (G) and step (T) with L and R fixed (L� 5
and R� 4 fixed) on DSLR-based City100 database. We
choose G� 6 and T� 3 which is the same as smartphone-
based City100 database.

In conclusion, we choose two network structures for two
different databases (smartphone and DSLR) because two
databases have different camera lens characters, so different
network structure is needed. We choose the same group

Table 3: &e performances (PSNR/SSIM) under different L and R on smartphone-based City100 database (G� 6 and T� 3 fixed).

R
L

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 25.94/0.8212 25.99/0.8230 26.02/0.8244 26.04/0.8250 26.06/0.8254 26.07/0.8261
1 25.98/0.8224 26.00/0.8238 26.01/0.8239 26.05/0.8263 26.04/0.8252 26.08/0.8266
2 26.00/0.8240 26.00/0.8236 26.03/0.8247 26.05/0.8248 26.07/0.8261 26.05/0.8266
3 26.00/0.8224 26.04/0.8257 26.07/0.8269 26.08/0.8265 26.08/0.8259 26.10/0.8265
4 26.03/0.8252 26.06/0.8255 26.08/0.8265 26.09/0.8256 26.10/0.8270 26.11/0.8281
5 26.06/0.8258 26.09/0.8274 26.10/0.8271 26.10/0.8274 26.13/0.8285 26.14/0.8286

Table 4: &e performances (PSNR/SSIM) under different G and T on smartphone-based City100 database (L� 4 and R� 5 fixed).

G
T

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 26.05/0.8255 26.06/0.8262 26.07/0.8262 26.07/0.8263 26.07/0.8264 26.08/0.8264
2 26.07/0.8262 26.07/0.8257 26.07/0.8271 26.07/0.8265 26.09/0.8260 26.09/0.8267
3 26.09/0.8263 26.08/0.8270 26.08/0.8265 26.09/0.8268 26.10/0.8267 26.09/0.8269
4 26.07/0.8264 26.10/0.8270 26.10/0.8269 26.11/0.8276 26.12/0.8277 26.10/0.8272
5 26.08/0.8261 26.11/0.8279 26.10/0.8276 26.12/0.8280 26.11/0.8274 26.11/0.8281
6 26.11/0.8270 26.10/0.8276 26.13/0.8285 26.11/0.8280 26.13/0.8284 26.13/0.8289

Table 2: &e performance benchmarks (PSNR/SSIM) on valid City100.

Method

Images

Means

HR-LRDirect Smartphone (2.40×) 25.18/0.8263 27.09/0.8338 22.35/0.6533 26.77/0.8450 21.82/0.7064 24.64/0.7730
DSLR (2.90×) 28.77/0.8645 30.20/0.8451 26.52/0.7319 30.66/0.8672 24.60/0.7521 28.15/0.8122

Bicubic Smartphone (2.40×) 24.85/0.8074 26.88/0.8216 22.02/0.6167 26.38/0.8250 21.45/0.6729 24.31/0.7487
DSLR (2.90×) 28.04/0.8441 29.63/0.8301 25.90/0.6969 29.99/0.8518 24.02/0.7223 27.51/0.7892

SRCNN Smartphone (2.40×) 25.78/0.8392 27.80/0.8455 22.94/0.6748 27.79/0.8633 22.49/0.7361 25.36/0.7918
DSLR (2.90×) 29.75/0.8812 30.87/0.8543 27.27/0.7663 31.35/0.8740 25.71/0.7870 28.98/0.8326
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(G� 6) and step (T� 3) for both smartphone and DSLR-
based databases, meaning the same FB structure, while
having different L (middle LRFB) and R (assembled RB).
Due to difficulty of SR in smartphone-based City100 da-
tabase, we choose L� 4 and R� 5 for smartphone-based
City100 database; larger R means deeper RB, which gains
better reconstruction character. We choose L� 5 and R� 4
for smartphone-based City100 database to gain better input
feature maps for FB.

4.3. Comparison with the State-of-the-Art SR Algorithms.
Because the LR images and the HR images are of the same
dimensions for the City100 database, we choose the algo-
rithms with its input LR images preprocessed for interpo-
lation, which means that we can make use of the HR-LR
image pair of City100 database directly, only removing the
interpolation step without modifying the network structure,
so we choose SRCNN [11], VDSR [10], DRCN [15], Deep
Recursive Residual Network (DRRN) [19], the very deep
Residual Encoder-Decoder Networks (RED) [20], and
MemNet [21] as the state-of-the-art algorithms in this ex-
periment. We did not choose SRFBN because SRFBN needs
downsampling which is not suitable for our Blind Super-
resolution framework. &e City100 database is proposed to
solve the Blind Superresolution without considering the blur
kernel for downscaling process and LR images are the real-
world images, so we drop some training skills (noise,
Gaussian blur kernel, etc.) which are widely used in fake LR
image generating SR methods. We follow the classic SRCNN
parameters because they are well designed with 1500 iter-
ations as their convergence is slower than other chosen
algorithms; while other algorithms have 1000 iterations, our
proposed ISRFN has L� 4 and R� 5 for smartphone-based
City100 database and L� 5 and R� 4 for DSLR-based
City100 database. &e result is listed in Table 1 (the best

performance is shown in italics and the second-best per-
formance is shown in bold).

Table 1 demonstrates that our proposed ISRFN out-
performs other selected algorithms on both databases; due to
different camera lens characters, smart choice of L and R
gains the best performance without being too costly. &e
VDSR (PSNR) and RED (SSIM) are both the second-best
performances for smartphone cameras-based City100 da-
tabase while the RED is the second-best performance for
DSLR-based City100 database, indicating different network
structure suitable for different camera lens characters.

Figure 4 illustrates some visual comparison on smart-
phone cameras-based City100 database and DSLR-based
City100 database. For all the shown examples, especially the
images edges, our method perceptually outperforms other
state-of-the-art ones. Compared with other methods, our
proposed ISRFN could alleviate the distortions and generate
more accurate detail in SR images especially in the boundary
of elements in the picture. &e VDSR performs the second-
hand (PSNR) on smartphone cameras-based City100 da-
tabase, while RED performs the second-hand (PSNR/SSIM)
on DSLR-based City100 database, so SR patch images in
Figure 4 also perform the second-hand for VDSR on
smartphone cameras database and for RED on DSLR-based
database.

We train our proposed ISFRN under single NVIDIA
3090 GPU, the mean running time on each iteration is 12 s
with 1000 iterations, and total parameters are 1.61M for
ISFRN with m� 32, so the computational cost of the ISFRN
is about 3 hours and 20 minutes to train a network under
City100 database. &e most consumption of our proposed
ISFRN for Blind Superresolution framework is to choose an
optimum network structure for new camera lens which
needs to run many times; fortunately the network structure
selection process can parallel running on multiple GPUs in
practical applications.

Table 5: &e performances (PSNR/SSIM) under different L and R on DSLR-based City100 database (G� 6 and T� 3 fixed).

R/L 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 30.03/0.8631 30.12/0.8651 30.14/0.8656 30.13/0.8657 30.15/0.8655 30.15/0.8661
1 29.91/0.8600 30.10/0.8653 30.14/0.8657 30.16/0.8660 30.17/0.8661 30.16/0.8661
2 30.09/0.8645 30.12/0.8651 30.13/0.8655 30.16/0.8659 30.15/0.8658 30.18/0.8659
3 30.09/0.8645 30.14/0.8656 30.14/0.8658 30.17/0.8662 30.18/0.8664 30.19/0.8667
4 30.01/0.8644 30.12/0.8657 30.16/0.8660 30.15/0.8655 30.18/0.8665 30.20/0.8663
5 30.09/0.8648 30.13/0.8657 30.15/0.8658 30.19/0.8665 30.18/0.8663 30.21/0.872

Table 6: &e performances (PSNR/SSIM) under different G and T on DSLR-based City100 database (L� 5 and R� 4 fixed).

G/T 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 30.10/0.8649 30.11/0.8651 30.13/0.8648 30.12/0.8653 30.12/0.8653 30.12/0.8650
2 30.12/0.8651 30.14/0.8656 30.13/0.8655 30.15/0.8654 30.15/0.8658 30.14/0.8653
3 30.16/0.8659 30.15/0.8656 30.16/0.8653 30.17/0.8661 30.18/0.8664 30.16/0.8656
4 30.16/0.8657 30.17/0.8661 30.18/0.8659 30.18/0.8665 30.18/0.8664 30.18/0.8663
5 30.17/0.8664 30.18/0.8664 30.18/0.8666 30.18/0.8668 30.20/0.8668 30.19/0.8663
6 30.18/0.8666 30.19/0.8665 30.20/0.8663 30.21/0.8666 30.21/0.8672 30.22/0.8672
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an Improved Superresolution
Feedback Network (ISRFN) which is derived from the fa-
mous SRFBN. Our proposed ISRFN is focused on the Blind
Superresolution problem by making use of the City100
database and modifying network structure. We extend the
input (LR Feature Extraction Block) layer, so our ISRFN can
extract and use much more deeper features. We reduce the
base filter number of the FB to 32, as a narrow but relative
deeper Feedback Block, to gain deeper features. We extend
the output (Reconstruction Block) layer, so deeper features
can be assembled into SR image. Different from previous
work, we train two ISRFNs on different City100 databases
(smartphone and DSLR), respectively, with different net-
work structure; experiments show that different camera lens
(smartphone and DSLR) has different best network (balance
between the performance and cost) and our proposed
ISRFNs achieve the better performance in comparison with
the state-of-the-art methods.
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